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THE HOPF ALGEBRA OF (q)MULTIPLE POLYLOGARITHMS
WITH NON-POSITIVE ARGUMENTS
KURUSCH EBRAHIMI-FARD, DOMINIQUE MANCHON, AND JOHANNES SINGER
Abstract. We consider multiple polylogarithms in a single variable at non-positive integers.
Defining a connected graded Hopf algebra, we apply Connes’ and Kreimer’s algebraic Birkhoff
decomposition to renormalize multiple polylogarithms at non-positive integer arguments,
which satisfy the shuffle relation. The q-analogue of this result is as well presented, and
compared to the classical case.
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1. Introduction
Let n, k1, . . . , kn be positive integers. Multiple polylogarithms (MPLs) in a single variable
are defined by
Lik1,...,knpzq :“
ÿ
m1ą¨¨¨ąmną0
zm1
mk11 ¨ ¨ ¨m
kn
n
when z is a complex number. The function Lik1,...,knpzq is of depth dptpkq :“ n ě 1 and
weight wtpkq :“ k1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` kn, for k :“ pk1, . . . , knq. It is analytic in the open unit disk and,
in the case k1 ą 1, continuous on the closed unit disk. In this case we observe the connection
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of MPLs and multiple zeta values (MZVs)
ζpk1, . . . , knq :“
ÿ
m1ą¨¨¨ąmną0
1
mk11 ¨ ¨ ¨m
kn
n
“ Lik1,...,knp1q.(1)
Equivalently we can define MPLs by induction on the weight wtpkq as follows:
z
d
dz
Lik1,...,knpzq “ Lik1´1,k2,...,knpzq if k1 ą 1,(2)
p1´ zq
d
dz
Li1,k2,...,knpzq “ Lik2,...,knpzq if n ą 1,(3)
Lik1,...,knp0q “ 0.(4)
Therefore one can observe an integral formula for MPLs using iterated Chen integrals.
Indeed, let ϕ1, . . . , ϕp be complex-valued differential 1-forms defined on a compact interval.
Then we define inductively for real numbers x and yż y
x
ϕ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϕp :“
ż y
x
ϕ1ptq
ż t
x
ϕ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ϕp.
Now we set
ωk1,...,kn :“ ω
k1´1
0 ω1 ¨ ¨ ¨ω
kn´1
0 ω1,
where
ω0ptq :“
dt
t
and ω1ptq :“
dt
1´ t
.
Using the differential equations (2), (3) and the initial conditions (4) we obtain
Lik1,...,knpzq “
ż z
0
ωk1,...,kn(5)
using the convention LiHpzq “ 1. This representation gives rise to the well known shuffle
products of MPLs and MZVs (see e.g. [Wal02, Wal11]).
Recall that the Q-vector space spanned by MZVs forms an algebra equipped with two
products. The quasi-shuffle product is obtained when one multiplies series (1) directly, which
yields a linear combination of MZVs due to the product rule for sums. The aforementioned
shuffle product between MZVs derives from integration by parts for iterated integrals. The
resulting so-called double shuffle relations among MZVs arise from the interplay between these
two products. An alternative characterization of MPLs can be given by the following formula
Lik1,...,knpzq “ J
k1ryJk2ry ¨ ¨ ¨ Jknrys ¨ ¨ ¨ sspzq,(6)
where ypzq :“ z1´z and Jrf spzq :“
şz
0
fptq
t
dt (see Lemma 3.2). Since J is a Rota–Baxter
operator of weight zero, iterations of the operator J induce a product that coincides with the
usual shuffle product for MPLs (see Lemma 3.7). For |z| ă 1 Equation (6) is valid for all
k1, . . . , kn P Z. The inverse of J is given by J
´1rf sptq “ δrf sptq :“ tBfBt ptq (Proposition 3.1).
We study the Q-vector space
MP :“ xz ÞÑ Li´k1,...,´knpzq : k1, . . . , kn P N0, n P NyQ,
which is indeed an algebra, where the product is induced by Equation (6) (see Lemma 3.5).
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The algebra MP admits also an interpretation for MZVs at non-positive integers. Indeed,
let k1, . . . , kn P N0. It is easily seen that Li´k1,...,´knpzq is convergent for |z| ă 1 and divergent
for z “ 1. Nevertheless we can perceive the product induced for |z| ă 1 as an analogue for
the shuffle product of MZVs at non-positive integers. In order to make this connection more
precise we have to establish a renormalization procedure. This permits us to extract explicit
numbers for MZVs with non-positive arguments in a consistent way, such that they satisfy
the shuffle product relations induced by the algebra structure of MP .
We should keep in mind that a characterization of the shuffle product at non-positive in-
tegers – in contrast to the quasi-shuffle product – is a crucial point. Since the quasi-shuffle
product is induced by the series representation of MZVs, the combinatorics is essentially the
same as for positive arguments. On the other hand the shuffle product for positive indices
is induced by the integral representation (5). The combinatorics behind this product comes
from shuffling of integration variables. It could be illustrated by the shuffling of two decks of
cards, say a deck of red and blue cards, each consecutively numbered such that the internal
numbering of red and blue cards is preserved. In this approach, however, it is not clear how
to handle non-positive arguments, which corresponds to a non-positive number of cards.
Extracting finite numbers for MZVs at non-positive integers is accomplished by the process
of renormalization, which involves two steps:
(I) introduction of a regularization scheme,
(II) applying a subtraction method.
In step (I) we consider divergent MZVs ζp´k1, . . . ,´knq with k1, . . . , kn P N0, and introduce
a so-called regularization parameter z, which systematically deforms the divergent MZV in
order to obtain a meromorphic function in z with the only singularity in z “ 0. Step (II)
involves a systematic procedure to eliminate singularities in terms of recursively defined sub-
tractions. A rather natural way to achieve such eliminations is widely known as minimal
subtraction scheme. The renormalization process is an integral part of perturbative quan-
tum field theory (QFT). See e.g. [Col84]. The “right” choice of the regularization scheme
in QFT is essential in the light of constraints coming from physics. In our context those
constraints are of mathematical nature: The deformation of divergent MZVs has to be estab-
lished in such a way that the regularized MZVs coincide with the meromorphic continuation
of (M)ZVs. The recursively defined subtractions in step (II) involve combinatorial structures,
which are concisely captured by the Connes–Kreimer Hopf algebraic approach to renormal-
ization [CK00, CK01, Man08].
One of the key points in our approach is based on providing an adequate Hopf algebra
together with an algebra morphism from that Hopf algebra into the space MP (Theorem
3.18), which permits to define a consistent renormalization process. Regarding regularization
schemes, we will use the fact, that MPLs may be considered as regularized classical MZVs.
However, we also consider a specific q-analogue of MZVs [OOZ12], where the variable q takes
the role of a natural regulator.
Remark 1.1. Renormalization of MZVs at non-positive integers appeared already in [GZ08]
and [MP10]. The authors applied regularization schemes together with well-chosen subtrac-
tion methods suitable for preserving the quasi-shuffle product for renormalized MZVs – at
non-positive arguments. Using Ecalle’s Mould calculus, Bouillot proposes in his work [Bou14]
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a unifying picture of MZVs at non-positive arguments respecting the quasi-shuffle product.
The common point of our approach with those presented in the aforementioned references
is the use of the Connes–Kreimer Hopf algebraic approach to renormalization, and the cor-
responding algebraic Birkhoff decomposition, which encodes the subtraction procedure for
singularities. However, we should emphasize that in our work it is the shuffle product, in
a naturally extended sense, which is satisfied by renormalized MZVs at non-positive argu-
ments. We remark that Zhao’s approach in [Zha08] is rather different from the point of view
we present in this paper, since it extended the approach of [GZ08] to a particular q-analog of
MZVs preserving the quasi-shuffle product, while not attributing any regularization properties
to the q-parameter itself.
In [CEM15b] the authors indicated that the q-parameter appearing in a specific q-analogue
of MZVs [OOZ12] (see Equation (8) below) may be considered as a regularization parameter
for MZVs at non-positive arguments. The approach presented in our paper can be consistently
extended to this q-analogue of MZVs (qMZVs). Indeed, we would like to demonstrate that
under the q-parameter regularization [CEM15a, CEM15b, OOZ12] a proper renormalization
of MZVs can be defined. The q-multiple polylogarithm (qMPL) in one variable is defined as
Liqk1,...,knpzq :“
ÿ
m1ą¨¨¨ąmną0
zm1
rm1s
k1
q ¨ ¨ ¨ rmns
kn
q
(7)
with rmsq :“
1´qm
1´q . It turns out that for |z| ă 1 the series in (7) is convergent for k1, . . . , kn P
Z, and especially for |q| ă 1 we obtain the formal power series
zqpk1, . . . , knq :“ Li
q
k1,...,kn
pqq “
ÿ
m1ą¨¨¨ąmną0
qm1
rm1s
k1
q ¨ ¨ ¨ rmns
kn
q
P Zrrqss.(8)
These qMZVs were introduced by Ohno, Okuda and Zudilin in [OOZ12], and further studied
in [CEM15a, CEM15b], see also [Sin15, Sin16, Zha14]. For k1 ą 1 and k2, . . . , kn ě 1 we see
that
lim
qÕ1
zqpk1, . . . , knq “ ζpk1, . . . , knq,(9)
where q Õ 1 means q Ñ 1 inside an angular sector ´pi2 ` ε ď Argp1´ qq ď
pi
2 ´ ε with ε ą 0
sufficiently small. It will be convenient for technical reasons to consider the modified qMZVs
introduced in [OOZ12]
zqpk1, . . . , knq :“ p1´ qq
´pk1`¨¨¨`knqzpk1, . . . , knq.(10)
They are used to establish a Hopf algebra structure on the space of modified qMPLs. The
modification has to be reversed after renormalization, in order to relate the renormalized
qMZVs via (9) to renormalized MZVs.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the basic results on the meromor-
phic continuation of MZVs. Section 3 contains the main result, i.e., the detailed construction
of a Hopf algebra for MPLs at non-positive integers. A generalization of this finding to the
q-analogue of MZVs defined by Ohno, Okuda and Zudilin is presented as well. In Section 4
we recall the Hopf algebra approach to perturbative renormalization by Connes and Kreimer,
and apply one of its main theorems to the renormalization of MPLs at non-positive integer
arguments. The q-analogue of this result is as well presented, and compared to the classical
case.
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2. Meromorphic Continuation of MZVs
In this section we review some well-known facts about the meromorphic continuation of
MZVs. For n P N we consider the function
ζn : C
n Ñ C, ζnps1, . . . , snq :“
ÿ
m1ą¨¨¨ąmną0
1
ms11 ¨ ¨ ¨m
sn
n
.(11)
Proposition 2.1 ([KR07]). The domain of absolute convergence of the function (11) is given
by #
ps1, . . . , snq P C
n :
kÿ
j“1
Repsjq ą k, k “ 1, . . . , n
+
.
In this domain ζn defines an analytic function in n variables.
Theorem 2.2 ([AET01, AT01, MP10]). The function ζnps1, . . . , snq admits a meromorphic
extension to Cn. The subvariety Sn of singularities is given by
Sn “
#
ps1, . . . , snq P C
n : s1 “ 1; s1 ` s2 “ 2, 1, 0,´2,´4, . . . ;
jÿ
i“1
si P Zďj pj “ 3, 4, . . . , nq
+
.
In the subsequent sections ζn always denotes the meromorphic continuation of MZVs.
Remark 2.3. In this paper we discuss ζn restricted to the set pZď0q
n. The Bernoulli numbers
are defined by the following generating series
tet
et ´ 1
“
ÿ
mě0
Bm
m!
tm.
The first few values are B0 “ 1, B1 “
1
2 , B2 “
1
6 , B3 “ 0, B4 “ ´
1
30 , B5 “ 0, etc., especially
B2l`1 “ 0 for l P N. Therefore we have the following cases for ζn restricted to non-positive
arguments:
‚ Case n “ 1: For l P N0 we have the well known formula
ζ1p´lq “ ´
Bl`1
l ` 1
.
‚ Case n “ 2: In the light of Theorem 2.2 we assume the sum k1 ` k2 to be odd.
Therefore we obtain from [AET01] that
ζ2p´k1,´k2q “
1
2
p1` δ0pk2qq
Bk1`k2`1
k1 ` k2 ` 1
.
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‚ Case n ě 3: From Theorem 2.2 we deduce that
pZď0q
n Ď Sn.
Therefore we obtain no information from the meromorphic continuation.
3. Algebraic Framework
We briefly introduce Rota–Baxter algebras, since they conveniently relate to shuffle-type
products on word algebras. Two such shuffle products are presented, which encode products
of MPLs and qMPLs at integer arguments. The main result of this section is the construction
of a graded connected commutative and cocommutative shuffle Hopf algebra for (q)MPLs at
non-positive integer arguments.
3.1. Rota–Baxter Algebra and multiple zeta values. Let k be a ring, λ P k and A a k-
algebra. A Rota–Baxter operator (RBO) of weight λ on A over k is a k-module endomorphism
L of A such that
LpxqLpyq “ LpxLpyqq ` LpLpxqyq ` λLpxyq
for any x, y P A. A Rota–Baxter k-algebra (RBA) of weight λ is a pair pA, Lq with a k-algebra
A and a Rota–Baxter operator L of weight λ on A over k. On the algebra of continuous
functions CpRq the integration operator
R : CpRq Ñ CpRq, Rrf spzq :“
ż z
0
fpxq dx
is a RBO of weight zero, which is an immediate consequence of the integration by parts
formula. We consider the C-algebra of power series
Pě1 :“
"
fptq :“
ÿ
kě1
akt
k : Rf ě 1
*
Ď tCrrtss
without a term of degree zero in t, and radius of convergence, Rf , of at least 1. We define
the operator
J : Pě1 Ñ Pě1, Jrf sptq :“
ż t
0
fpzq
dz
z
.
Further the Euler derivation δ is given by
δ : Pě1 Ñ Pě1, δrf sptq :“ t
Bf
Bt
ptq.
Proposition 3.1.
(i) The pair pPě1, Jq is a RBA of weight λ “ 0.
(ii) The operator δ is a derivation, i.e., δrfgs “ δrf sg ` fδrgs, for any f, g P Pě1.
(iii) The operators J and δ are mutually inverse, i.e., J ˝ δ “ δ ˝ J “ Id.
Proof. Statement (i) follows form integration by part. The second claim is straightforward to
show. Finally, item (iii) is an immediate consequence of the fundamental theorem of calculus
together with the fact that fp0q “ 0 for any f P Pě1. 
Lemma 3.2. Let k1, . . . , kn be integers. Then Lik1,...,knptq P Pě1, explicitly
Lik1,...,knptq “ J
k1ryJk2ry ¨ ¨ ¨ Jknrys ¨ ¨ ¨ ssptq,
where yptq :“ t1´t P Pě1.
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Proof. Using the fact that J´1 “ δ we prove the claim for k :“ pk1, . . . , knq P Z
n by induction
on its depth, dptpkq “ n. For dptpkq “ 1 we easily compute
Jkrysptq “
#ř
mě1
tm
mk
, for k ě 0ř
mě1m
|k|tm “
ř
mě1
tm
mk
, for k ă 0
+
“ Likptq
for any k P Z. In the inductive step we get
Jk1ryJk2ry ¨ ¨ ¨ Jknrys ¨ ¨ ¨ ssptq “ Jk1
« ÿ
mą0
tm
ÿ
m2ą¨¨¨ąmną0
tm2
mk22 ¨ ¨ ¨m
kn
n
ff
“ Jk1
« ÿ
m1ąm2ą¨¨¨ąmną0
tm1
mk22 ¨ ¨ ¨m
kn
n
ff
“
ÿ
m1ąm2ą¨¨¨ąmną0
tm1
mk11 m
k2
2 ¨ ¨ ¨m
kn
n
“ Lik1,...,knptq
using the induction hypothesis. 
This lemma gives rise to the following algebraic formalism. Let X0 :“ tj, d, yu, and W0
denotes the set of words on the alphabet X0, subject to the rule jd “ dj “ 1, where 1 denotes
the empty word. Therefore any word w P W0 can be uniquely written in the canonical form
w “ jk1yjk2y ¨ ¨ ¨ jkn´1yjkn
for k1, . . . , kn P Z using the notation j
´1 “ d and j0 “ 1. The length of the word w above is
|w| “ k1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` kn ` n ´ 1. Further, A0 denotes the vector space A0 :“ xW0yQ spanned by
the words inW0. Next we define the product 0 : A0bA0 Ñ A0 by 1 0 w :“ w 0 1 :“ w
for any word w P W0, and recursively with respect to the sum of the length of two words in
W0:
(i) yu 0 v :“ u 0 yv :“ ypu 0 vq,
(ii) ju 0 jv :“ jpu 0 jvq ` jpju 0 vq,
(iii) du 0 dv :“ dpu 0 dvq ´ u 0 d
2v,
(iv) du 0 jv :“ dpu 0 jvq ´ u 0 v,
(v) ju 0 dv :“ dpju 0 vq ´ u 0 v.
Remark 3.3. • Note that (iv) can be deduced from (iii) by replacing v by j2v.
• (iii) does not really define du 0 dv by induction on the sum of lengths of two words,
because |du| ` |dv| “ |u| ` |d2v|. Using (i) and writing u1 “ du “ dkyw for some k ě 1, we
can however get a recursive definition by iterating (iii) as follows:
dkyw 0 dv “ d
`
dk´1yw 0 dv ´ d
k´2yw 0 d
2v ` ¨ ¨ ¨
` p´1qk´1yw 0 d
kv
˘
` p´1qkypw 0 d
k`1vq.
Lemma 3.4. The Q-vector space
T :“ xjk1yjk2y ¨ ¨ ¨ jkn´1yjkn PW0 : kn ‰ 0, n P NyQ
is a two sided ideal of pA0, 0 q.
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Proof. Let a P tj, du and u :“ u1a P W0 and v P W0. We prove u 0 v P T by induction on
r :“ |u|`|v|. The base cases are true because we observe for r “ 1 that d0 1 “ d, j 0 1 “ j
and for r “ 2 that
d 0 y “ yd, j 0 y “ yj,
d 0 d “ 0, j 0 j “ 2j
2, j 0 d “ d 0 j “ 0.
For the inductive step we have several cases:
• 1st case: u “ yu˜a or v “ yv˜. This is an immediate consequence of (i) and the induction
hypothesis.
• 2nd case: u “ ju˜a and v “ jv˜. We observe using (ii) and the induction hypothesis that
ju˜a 0 jv˜ “ jpu˜a 0 jv˜ ` ju˜a 0 v˜q P T .
• 3rd case: u “ du˜a and v “ jv˜. We observe using (iv) and the induction hypothesis that
du˜a 0 jv˜ “ dpu˜a 0 jv˜q ´ u˜a 0 v˜ P T .
• 4th case: u “ ju˜a and v “ dv˜. We observe using (v) and the induction hypothesis that
ju˜a 0 dv˜ “ dpju˜a 0 v˜q ´ u˜a 0 v˜ P T .
• 5th case: u “ du˜a and v “ dv˜. We observe using (iii) that
du˜a 0 dv˜ “ dpu˜a 0 dv˜q ´ u˜a 0 d
2v˜.
By induction hypothesis the first term is an element of T . If u˜a is not a word consisting
purely of d we apply rule (iii) until we hit a letter not equal to d and we are in one of the
above cases. Therefore we only consider the case, where u˜a is a word consisting purely of d,
i.e., u˜a “ dn for n P N. Now we prove dn 0 d
mw “ 0 for any w P W0 and m P N. For n “ 1
we have d 0 d
mw “ dp1 0 d
mwq ´ 1 0 d
m`1w “ 0. Therefore we obtain by induction
hypothesis that
dn`1 0 d
mw “ dpdn 0 d
mwq ´ dn 0 d
m`1w “ 0.
All in all we have shown that 0 pT bA0q Ď T .
Since 0 is not commutative we also have to prove v0 u P T by induction on r :“ |v|`|u|.
The base cases are true. The first four cases are completely analogous to the first four cases
above. We only discuss the following case: v “ dv˜ and u “ du˜a.
We observe using (iii) that
dv˜ 0 du˜a “ dpv˜ 0 du˜aq ´ v˜ 0 d
2u˜a.
By induction hypothesis the first term is an element of T . If v˜ starts with j or y we are
in one of the above cases. Only the case v˜ “ dn for n P N has to be considered. By the
same induction as in the previous case we obtain that the last term is zero. This proves
0 pA0 b T q Ď T . The proof is now complete. 
Let Y0 :“ t1uYW0y be the set of admissible words, i.e., words which do not end up with a
j or a d. It is easily seen that A10 :“ xY0yQ is a subalgebra of pA0, 0 q isomorphic to A0{T .
A priori, the product 0 on A0 is neither commutative nor associative. Now let L (resp. L
1)
be the ideal of A0 (resp. A
1
0) generated by
tjk
`
dpu 0 vq ´ du 0 v ´ u 0 dv
˘
, u, v PW0y, k P Zu.
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Let B0 (resp. B
1
0) be the quotient algebra A0{L (resp. A
1
0{L
1). We obviously have the
isomorphism:
B10 „ A0{pT ` Lq.
Proposition 3.5. The pair pB0, 0 q is a commutative, associative and unital algebra.
Proof. We first prove commutativity u1 0 v
1 ´ v1 0 u
1 P L by induction on r “ |u1| ` |v1|.
The cases r “ 0 and r “ 1 are immediate. Several cases must be considered:
• 1st case: u1 “ yu or v1 “ yv. The induction hypothesis immediately applies, using (i).
• 2nd case: u1 “ ju and v1 “ jv. Then we have by induction hypothesis:
ju 0 jv ´ jv 0 ju “ jpju 0 v ` u 0 jv ´ jv 0 u´ v 0 juq P L.
• 3rd case: u1 “ du and v1 “ jv or vice-versa. We have then:
du 0 jv ´ jv 0 du “ dpu 0 jvq ´ u 0 v ´ dpjv 0 uq ` v 0 u
“ dpu 0 jv ´ jv 0 uq ´ pu 0 v ´ v 0 uq,
which belongs to L by induction hypothesis.
• 4th case: u1 “ du and v1 “ dv. Then dv 0 du´ dpdv 0 uq ` d
2v 0 u P L, hence:
du 0 dv ´ dv 0 du “ dpu 0 dvq ´ u 0 d
2v ´ dpdv 0 uq ` d
2v 0 u mod L
“ dpu 0 dv ´ dv 0 uq ´ pu 0 d
2v ´ d2v 0 uq mod L.
The first term belongs to L by induction hypothesis. We further suppose that u1 is written
dkyw for some k ě 1 and w P Y0. Iterating the process using (iii) we finally get du 0 dv ´
dv 0 du “ p´1q
kpyw 0 d
k`1v´ dk`1v 0 ywq mod L. We are then back to the first case.
Associativity follows by showing u1 0 pv
1
0 w
1q “ pu1 0 v
1q 0 w
1 via induction on
the sum |u1| ` |v1| ` |w1|. If one of the words is the empty one nothing is to show. Now let
u1 “ au, v1 “ bv and w1 “ cw with a, b, c P td, j, yu.
• 1st case: one of the letters is y, for example u1 “ yu. Using the induction hypothesis, we
obtain
pyu 0 v
1q 0 w
1 “ pypu 0 v
1qq 0 w
1 “ yppu 0 v
1q 0 w
1q
“ ypu 0 pv
1
0 w
1qq mod L
“ yu 0 pv
1
0 w
1q mod L.
Note that the other cases v1 “ yv or w1 “ yw are similar, and the arguments are completely
analogous.
• 2nd case: a “ b “ c “ j. On the one hand we have
pju 0 jvq 0 jw “ jppu 0 jvq 0 jwq ` jppju 0 vq 0 jwq
` jpjpu 0 jvq 0 wq ` jpjpju 0 vq 0 wq
“ jppu 0 jvq 0 jwq ` jppju 0 vq 0 jwq ` jppju 0 jvq 0 wq,
on the other hand
ju 0 pjv 0 jwq “ jpu 0 jpv 0 jwqq ` jpu 0 jpjv 0 wqq
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` jpju 0 pv 0 jwqq ` jpju 0 pjv 0 wqq
“ jpu 0 pjv 0 jwqq ` jpju 0 pv 0 jwqq ` jpju 0 pjv 0 wqq.
Hence pju 0 jvq 0 jw “ ju 0 pjv 0 jwq mod L.
• 3rd case: two j’s and one d. On the one hand we have
pju 0 jvq 0 dw “ dpjpu 0 jvq 0 wq ´ pu 0 jvq 0 w
` dpjpju 0 vq 0 wq ´ pju 0 vq 0 w
“ dppju 0 jvq 0 wq ´ pu 0 jvq 0 w ´ pju 0 vq 0 w,
on the other hand
ju 0 pjv 0 dwq “ ju 0 dpjv 0 wq ´ ju 0 pv 0 wq
“ dpju 0 pjv 0 wqq ´ u 0 pjv 0 wq ´ ju 0 pv 0 wq.
then pju 0 jvq 0 dw “ ju 0 pjv 0 dwq mod L.
• 4th case: two d’s and one j. We have to prove
pdu 0 dvq 0 jw “ du 0 pdv 0 jwq mod L.
It suffices to show that
pdkyu 0 dvq 0 jw “ d
kyu 0 pdv 0 jwq mod L
with u P W0 and k P N. Using (iii) we observe
pdkyu 0 dvq 0 jw “ dpd
k´1yu 0 dvq 0 jw ´ pd
k´1yu 0 d
2vq 0 jw
“ d
`
pdk´1yu 0 dvq 0 jw
˘
´ pdk´1yu 0 dvq 0 w ´ pd
k´1yu 0 d
2vq 0 jw
“ d
`
dk´1yu 0 pdv 0 jwq
˘
´ dk´1yu 0 pdv 0 wq ´ pd
k´1yu 0 d
2vq 0 jw mod L
“ dkyu 0 pdv 0 jwq ` d
k´1yu 0 pd
2v 0 jwq ´ pd
k´1yu 0 d
2vq 0 jw mod L.
For the difference of the two terms in the previous line to belong to L, it suffices to prove
dk´1yu 0 pd
2v 0 jwq “ pd
k´1yu 0 d
2vq 0 jw mod L.
Applying the above procedure iteratively this could be reduced to
yu 0 pd
kv 0 jwq “ pyu 0 d
kvq 0 jw mod L,
which is true by using (i) and the induction hypothesis.
• 5th case: a “ b “ c “ d. We have to prove
pdu 0 dvq 0 dw “ du 0 pdv 0 dwq mod L.
It suffices to show that
pdkyu 0 dvq 0 dw “ d
kyu 0 pdv 0 dwq mod L,
with u P W0 and k P N. Using (iii) we observe
pdkyu 0 dvq 0 dw “ dpd
k´1yu 0 dvq 0 dw ´ pd
k´1yu 0 d
2vq 0 dw
“ d
`
pdk´1yu 0 dvq 0 dw
˘
´ pdk´1yu 0 dvq 0 d
2w ´ pdk´1yu 0 d
2vq 0 dw
“ dkyu 0 pdv 0 dwq ` d
k´1yu 0 pd
2v 0 dwq ` d
k´1yu 0 pdv 0 d
2wq
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´ pdk´1yu 0 d
2vq 0 dw ´ pd
k´1yu 0 dvq 0 d
2w mod L.
Iteratively applying this procedure leads – as in the 4th case – to the claim using (i) and the
induction hypothesis. Proposition 3.5 is thus proven. 
Now we define the map ζt : B
1
0 Ñ Qrrtss by ζ

t p1q :“ 1, and for any k1, . . . , kn P Z,
jk1y ¨ ¨ ¨ jkny ÞÑ ζt pj
k1y ¨ ¨ ¨ jknyq :“ Lik1,...,knptq.
Lemma 3.6. The map ζt is multiplicative, i.e., is an algebra morphism.
Proof. From Proposition 3.1 (ii) and (iii) we obtain for any f, g P Pě1
δrJrf sgs “ Jrf sδrgs ` fg.(12)
Therefore the definition of 0 and Proposition 3.1 (i), (ii), (iii) and (12) imply that
ζ t : B
1
0 Ñ Qrrtss, j
k1y ¨ ¨ ¨ jkny ÞÑ Jk1ry ¨ ¨ ¨ Jknrys ¨ ¨ ¨ sptq
with k1, . . . , kn P Z is an algebra morphism. 
Next we show that if we restrict the shuffle product 0 to admissible words corresponding
to positive arguments we obtain the ordinary shuffle product. Let C :“ Q1 ‘ jQxj, yyy and
D :“ Q1‘ x0Qxx0, x1yx1.
Lemma 3.7. The algebras pC, 0 q and pD,  q are isomorphic, where  denotes the ordi-
nary shuffle product.
Proof. It is easily seen that Φ: pD,  q Ñ pC, 0 q given by 1 ÞÑ 1 and
xk1´10 x1x
k2´1
0 x1 ¨ ¨ ¨ x
kn´1
0 x1 ÞÑ j
k1yjk2y ¨ ¨ ¨ jkny
is an algebra morphism, for k1, . . . , kn P N, with k1 ą 1, n P N. Since Φ is bijective the proof
is complete. 
3.2. q-multiple zeta values. For a formal power series f P Qrrtss we define the q-dilation
operator as Eqrf sptq :“ fpqtq. Let A :“ tQrrt, qss be the space of formal power series in the
variables t and q, without a term of degree zero in t. We can interpret A as the Qrrqss-algebra
tQrrtss. Then the Qrrqss-linear map Pq : AÑ A is defined by
Pqrf sptq :“
ÿ
ně0
Enq rf sptq.(13)
Furthermore, the q-difference operator Dq : A Ñ A is defined as Dq :“ Id´Eq. We have the
following known result:
Proposition 3.8 ([CEM15b]).
(i) The pair pA, Pqq is a RBA of weight λ “ ´1.
(ii) For any f, g P Pě1 the operator Dq satisfies the generalized Leibniz rule, i.e.,
Dqrfgs “ Dqrf sg ` fDqrgs ´Dqrf sDqrgs.
(iii) The operators Pq and Dq are mutually inverse, i.e., Dq ˝ Pq “ Pq ˝Dq “ Id.
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Remark 3.9. Recall that the Jackson integral
J rf spxq :“
ż x
0
fpyqdqy “ p1´ qq
ÿ
ně0
fpqnxqqnx
is the q-analogue of the classical indefinite Riemann integral R. For functions fpxq
x
– where
the Jackson integral is well defined – it reduces to
p1´ qq
ÿ
ně0
fpqnxq “
ż x
0
fpyq
y
dqy “ p1´ qqPqrf spxq,
which is the q-analogue of the integral operator J . Correspondingly, the q-analogue of the
Euler derivation δ reduces to pId´Eqq.
Lemma 3.10 ([CEM15b]). Let k1, . . . , kn P Z. Then we have
zqpk1, . . . , knq “ P
k1
q ryP
k2
q ry ¨ ¨ ¨P
kn
q rys ¨ ¨ ¨ sspqq.
Surprisingly enough, the algebraic formalism for qMZVs is simpler than in the classical
case. Let X´1 :“ tp, d, yu. By W´1 we denote the set of words on the alphabet X´1,
subject to the rule pd “ dp “ 1, where 1 denotes the empty word. Again, A´1 denotes the
algebra spanned by the words in W´1, i.e., A´1 :“ xW´1yQ. Then we define the product
´1 : A´1bA´1 Ñ A´1 by 1 ´1 w :“ w ´1 1 :“ w for any w PW´1, and for any words
u, v PW´1
(i) yu ´1 v :“ u ´1 yv :“ ypu ´1 vq,
(ii) pu ´1 pv :“ ppu ´1 pvq ` pppu ´1 vq ´ ppu ´1 vq,
(iii) du ´1 dv :“ u ´1 dv ` du ´1 v ´ dpu ´1 vq,
(iv) du ´1 pv “ pv ´1 du :“ dpu ´1 pvq ` du ´1 v ´ u ´1 v.
Remark 3.11. We can deduce (iv) from (iii).
Lemma 3.12. The pair pA´1, ´1 q is a commutative, associative and unital algebra.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of [CEM15b, Theorem 7], and left to the reader. 
Next we introduce the set of words ending in the letter y and containing the empty word
Y´1 :“W´1y Y t1u ĎW´1,
subject to the rule pd “ dp “ 1. Note that pxY´1yQ, ´1 q is a subalgebra of pA´1, ´1 q.
Moreover we introduce the map zq : xY´1yQ Ñ Qrrqss by
pk1y ¨ ¨ ¨ pkny ÞÑ zq pp
k1y ¨ ¨ ¨ pknyq :“ zqpk1, . . . , knq
for any integers k1, . . . , kn.
Lemma 3.13 ([CEM15b]). The map zq is an algebra morphism.
3.3. General Word Algebraic Part. In this section we explore the algebraic structure
that is related to non-positive arguments for MZVs and qMZVs. For this reason we introduce
a parameter λ P Q. The case λ “ 0 corresponds to MZVs and the case λ “ ´1 to (modified)
qMZVs.
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Let L :“ td, yu be an alphabet of two letters. The free monoid of L with empty word 1 is
denoted by L˚. We denote the free algebra of L by QxLy and define the subspace of words
ending in d by
T´ :“ T XQxLy “ xtwd : w P L
˚uyQ Ď QxLy,
with T defined in Lemma 3.4. The set of admissible words is defined as
Y :“ L˚y Y t1u,
and the Q-vector space spanned by Y is notated as H :“ xY yQ. It is isomorphic to the
quotient QxLy{T´. The weight wtpwq of a word w P Y is given by the number of letters of
w, and we use the convention wtp1q :“ 0. Furthermore, the depth dptpwq of a word w P Y is
given by the number of y in w. The Q-vector space H is graded by depth, i.e.,
H “
à
ně0
Hpnq
with Hpnq :“ xw P Y : dptpwq “ nyQ.
3.3.1. The algebra Hλ, λ ‰ 0. Let λ P Qzt0u. We define the product
λ : QxLy bQxLy Ñ QxLy
iteratively by
(P1) 1 λ w :“ w λ 1 :“ w for any w P L
˚;
(P2) yu λ v :“ u λ yv :“ ypu λ vq for any u, v P L
˚;
(P3) du λ dv :“
1
λ
“
dpu λ vq ´ du λ v ´ u λ dv
‰
for any u, v P L˚.
Furthermore, we define the unit map η : QÑ QxLy, 1 ÞÑ 1.
Proposition 3.14. For λ P Q, the triple pQxLy, λ , ηq is a commutative, associative, and
unital Q-algebra. The subspace T´ is a two-sided ideal of QxLy.
Proof. In the case λ “ ´1 the proof is a consequence of Lemma 3.12. We give a proof for any
λ ‰ 0 for completeness, although it could be derived from the case λ “ ´1 by appropriate
rescaling. Commutativity is clear from the definition. We only have to verify associativity if
all words begin with a letter d. We apply induction on the sum of the lengths of the words.
The base case is trivial. For the inductive step we observe for a, b, c P L˚ that
pda λ dbq λ dc “
1
λ
rdpa λ bq ´ da λ b´ a λ dbs λ dc
“
1
λ2
rdppa λ bq λ cq ´ dpa λ bq λ c´ pa λ bq λ dcs
´
1
λ
rpda λ bq λ dc` pa λ dbq λ dcs
“
1
λ2
rdpa λ b λ cq ´ a λ b λ dc´ da λ b λ c´ a λ db λ cs
´
1
λ
rda λ db λ c` da λ b λ dc` a λ db λ dcs
and
da λ pdb λ dcq “
1
λ
da λ rdpb λ cq ´ db λ c´ b λ dcs
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“
1
λ2
rdpa λ pb λ cqq ´ da λ pb λ cq ´ a λ dpb λ cqs
´
1
λ
rda λ pdb λ cq ` da λ pb λ dcqs
“
1
λ2
rdpa λ b λ cq ´ da λ b λ c´ a λ db λ c´ a λ b λ dcs
´
1
λ
ra λ db λ dc` da λ db λ c` da λ b λ dcs ,
which shows associativity. From definition we obtain that λ pT´ b QxLyq “ λ pQxLy b
T´q Ď T´ and therefore T´ is a two-sided ideal of QxLy. 
3.3.2. The coproduct ∆λ, λ P Q. Now we define the coproduct
∆λ : QxLy Ñ QxLy bQxLy
by
(C1) ∆λpyq :“ 1 b y ` y b 1,
(C2) ∆λpdq :“ 1b d` db 1 ` λdb d,
which extends uniquely to an algebra morphism (with respect to concatenation) on the free
algebra QxLy. The counit map ε : QxLy Ñ Q is given by εp1q “ 1 and εpwq “ 0 for any word
w P L˚zt1u.
Example 3.15. We have
∆λpdyq “ 1 b dy ` dy b 1 ` db y ` y b d` λdy b d` λdb dy.
Proposition 3.16. For λ P Q the triple pQxLy,∆λ, εq is a cocommmutative and counital
coalgebra, and T´ is a coideal of QxLy.
Proof. Cocommutativity is clear by definitions (C1) and (C2). The counit axiom is not hard
to verify. Finally we have to check coassociativity. We have
pIdb∆λq∆λpdq “ pIdb∆λqp1 b d` db 1` λdb dq
“ 1 b 1b d` 1 b db 1 ` λ1 b db d` db 1 b 1 ` λdb 1 b d` λdb db 1` λ2db db d
and
p∆λ b Idq∆λpdq “ p∆λ b Idqp1 b d` db 1 ` λdb dq
“ 1b 1b d` 1b db 1 ` db 1 b 1` λdb db 1` λ1 b db d` λdb 1b d` λ2db db d.
The case pIdb∆λq∆λpyq “ p∆λ b Idq∆λpyq is easy to see. We immediately obtain
∆λpT´q Ď T´ bQxLy `QxLy b T´,
which concludes the proof. 
3.3.3. Compatibility properties of the coproduct (λ ‰ 0 case).
Lemma 3.17. For words u, v P L˚ we have
∆λpyqr∆λpuq λ ∆λpvqs “ ∆λpyuq λ ∆λpvq “ ∆λpuq λ ∆λpyvq(14)
and
∆λpdqr∆λpuq λ ∆λpvqs “ ∆λpduq λ ∆λpvq `∆λpuq λ ∆λpdvq
` λr∆λpduq λ ∆λpdvqs.
(15)
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Proof. Using (P2) and Sweedler’s notation, ∆λpuq “
ř
puq u1 b u2, we obtain for the first
equality of (14)
∆λpyq
“
∆λpuq λ ∆λpvq
‰
“ ∆λpyq
»
– ÿ
puq,pvq
pu1 λ v1q b pu2 λ v2q
fi
fl
“
ÿ
puq,pvq
rpu1 λ v1q b ypu2 λ v2q ` ypu1 λ v1q b pu2 λ v2qs
“
ÿ
puq,pvq
rpu1 λ v1q b pyu2 λ v2q ` pyu1 λ v1q b pu2 λ v2qs
“ ∆λpyuq λ ∆λpvq.
The second equality follows completly analogously. For (15) we observe
∆λpdqr∆λpuq λ ∆λpvqs
“ ∆λpdq
»
– ÿ
puq,pvq
pu1 λ v1q b pu2 λ v2q
fi
fl
“
ÿ
puq,pvq
rdpu1 λ v1q b pu2 λ v2q ` pu1 λ v1q b dpu2 λ v2q ` λdpu1 λ v1q b dpu2 λ v2qs
“
ÿ
puq,pvq
rp1b d` db 1 ` λdb dqpu1 b u2q λ pv1 b v2qs
`
ÿ
puq,pvq
rpu1 b u2q λ p1 b d` db 1` λdb dqpv1 b v2qs
` λ
ÿ
puq,pvq
rp1b d` db 1 ` λdb dqpu1 b u2q λ p1 b d` db 1` λdb dqpv1 b v2qs
“ ∆λpduq λ ∆λpvq `∆λpuq λ ∆λpdvq ` λ
“
∆λpduq λ ∆λpdvq
‰
,
which yields the claim. 
3.3.4. The Hopf algebra Hλ, λ ‰ 0.
Theorem 3.18. The quintuple Hλ “ pH, λ , η,∆λ, εq is a Hopf algebra with
∆λpwq :“ ∆λpwq mod pT´ bQxLy `QxLy b T´q
for any word w P Y , where H “ QxLy{T´ is always identified with xY yQ.
Proof. On the one hand H is the quotient by a two-sided ideal T´ and therefore pH, λ , ηq
is an algebra. On the other hand T´ is a coideal. Hence, pH,∆λ, εq is a coalgebra. Since H
is connected it suffices to prove that pH, λ , η,∆λ, εq is a bialgebra. We show that
∆λpu
1
λ v
1q “ ∆λpu
1q λ ∆λpv
1q mod pT´ bQxLy `QxLy b T´q
by induction on the sum of weights wtpuq `wtpvq, of the words u, v P Y . The base cases are
straightforward.
• 1st case: u1 “ yu or v1 “ yv. We have with Lemma 3.17
∆λpyu λ v
1q “ ∆λpypu λ v
1qq “ ∆λpyq∆λpu λ v
1q
“ ∆λpyqp∆λpuq λ ∆λpvqq mod pT´ bQxLy `QxLy b T´q
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“ ∆λpyuq λ ∆λpvq mod pT´ bQxLy `QxLy b T´q.
• 2nd case: u1 “ du and v1 “ dv. We have with Lemma 3.17 and the induction hypothesis
∆λpdu λ dvq “
1
λ
“
∆λ pdpu λ vq ´ du λ v ´ u λ dvq
‰
“
1
λ
“
∆λpdqp∆λpuq λ ∆λpvqq ´∆λpduq λ ∆λpvq
´∆λpuq λ ∆λpdvq
‰
mod pT´ bQxLy `QxLy b T´q
“
1
λ
“
∆λpduq λ ∆λpvq `∆λpuq λ ∆λpdvq ` λp∆λpduq λ ∆λpdvqq
´∆λpduq λ ∆λpvq ´∆λpuq λ ∆λpdvq
‰
mod pT´ bQxLy `QxLy b T´q
“ ∆λpduq λ ∆λpdvq mod pT´ bQxLy `QxLy b T´q,
which concludes the proof. 
Example 3.19. For n P N we have ∆λpy
nq “
řn
l“0
`
n
l
˘
yl b yn´l;, and
∆λpd
nyq “ 1 b dny ` dny b 1;
∆λpyd
nyq “ 1 b ydny ` y b dny ` dny b y ` ydny b 1;
∆λpdyd
nyq “ 1 b dydny ` y b dn`1y ` dny b dy ` dy b dny ` dn`1y b y ` dydny b 1
` λdy b dn`1y ` λdn`1y b dy.
3.3.5. Compatibility between the product and the coproduct (λ “ 0 case). Let us now focus on
the case λ “ 0. Recall from Paragraph 3.1 that L is the two-sided ideal of the (noncommu-
tative and nonassociative) algebra pA0, 0 q generated by the elements
jk
`
dpu 0 vq ´ du 0 v ´ u 0 dv
˘
, k P Z, u, v PW0y.
Now let L´ be the two-sided ideal of the (noncommutative and nonassociative) subalgebra
pQxLy, 0 q generated by the elements
dk
`
dpu 0 vq ´ du 0 v ´ u 0 dv
˘
, k P N0, u, v P L
˚.
Further let L
p2q
´ :“ L´ bQxLy `QxLy b L´.
Proposition 3.20. For any u1, v1 P L˚ we have:
(16) ∆0pu
1
0 v
1q “ ∆0pu
1q 0 ∆0pv
1q mod L
p2q
´ .
Proof. We use induction on r :“ |u1| ` |v1|. The cases r “ 0 and r “ 1 being immediate. The
case u1 “ yu or v1 “ yv is easy and left to the reader. In the case u1 “ du and v1 “ dv we
compute:
∆0pdu 0 dvq “ ∆0
`
dpu 0 dvq ´ u 0 d
2vq
˘
“ ∆0pdq∆0pu 0 dvq ´∆0pu 0 d
2vq
“ ∆0pdq
`
∆0puq 0 ∆0pdvq
˘
´∆0pu 0 d
2vq mod L
p2q
´
“ ∆0pdq∆0puq 0 ∆0pdvq `∆0puq 0 ∆0pdq∆0pdq∆0pvq ´∆0pu 0 d
2vq mod L
p2q
´ ,
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hence we get:
(17) ∆0pdu0 dvq´∆0pduq0 ∆0pdvq “ ´
`
∆0pu0 d
2vq´∆0puq0 ∆0pd
2vq
˘
mod L
p2q
´ .
Iterating this process we return to the case when one of the arguments starts with a y. 
3.3.6. The Hopf algebra H0. Let H0 :“ QxLy{pL´ ` T´q.
Proposition 3.21. The ideal L´ is a coideal of pQxLy,∆0q, where ∆0 is defined by (C1) and
(C2) with λ “ 0.
Proof. Using Proposition 3.20 we compute
∆0
`
dpu 0 vq ´ du 0 v ´ u 0 dv
˘
“ ∆0pdq
`
∆0puq 0 ∆0pvq
˘
´∆0pduq 0 ∆0pvq ´∆0puq 0 ∆0pdvq mod L
p2q
´
“ ∆0pdq
`
∆0puq 0 ∆0pvq
˘
´∆0pdq∆0puq 0 ∆0pvq ´∆0puq 0 ∆0pdq∆0pvq mod L
p2q
´ .
Hence, ∆0
`
dpu 0 vq ´ du 0 v ´ u 0 dv
˘
P L
p2q
´ . 
Corollary 3.22. H0 is a commutative Hopf algebra.
Proof. From Proposition 3.16 and Proposition 3.21 we get that the ideal T´ ` L´ is also a
coideal of QxLy. Hence the quotient H0 is a bialgebra. It is graded by the depth (and weight),
hence connected, thus H0 is a Hopf algebra. 
We will denote by ∆0 the coproduct on H0. By a slight abuse of notation the coproduct on
QxLy{T , which was deduced from ∆0, will also be denoted ∆0. Note that the ideal T´ ` L´
is also graded by depth. One then gets a grading on the quotient H0, which we still denote
by dpt.
3.3.7. Shuffle factorization. Let λ P Q, including the case λ “ 0. From connectedness we can
always write
∆λprwsq “ 1b rws ` rws b 1` ∆˜λprwsq with ∆˜λprwsq P
à
p`q“n
p‰0,q‰0
Hppq bHpqq.
Therefore in the following we use two variants of Sweedler’s notation
∆λprwsq “
ÿ
prwsq
rws1 b rws2 and ∆˜λprwsq “
ÿ
prwsq
rws1 b rws2.
The following theorem, valid for any λ, including λ “ 0, provides a nice example of the theory
outlined in [Pat93].
Theorem 3.23. Let λ P Q. Then for all w P L˚ we have
λ ˝∆λprwsq “ 2
dptprwsqrws,
where rws stands for the class of w modulo T´ in the case λ ‰ 0 (resp. modulo T´ ` L´ in
the case λ “ 0).
Proof. We prove this by induction on the weight of rws. For wtprwsq “ 0 we have rws “ 1
and obtainλ ˝∆λp1q “ λ p1 b 1q “ 1. For the inductive step we consider two cases:
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• 1st case: w “ yv with v P L˚
We have dptprwsq “ dptprvsq ` 1 and obtain
λ ˝∆λpryvsq “ λ ˝ p∆λprysq∆λprvsqq “ λ
¨
˝ÿ
prvsq
rvs1 b ryvs2 `
ÿ
prvsq
ryvs1 b rvs2
˛
‚
“ rys
¨
˝ÿ
prvsq
λ prvs1 b rvs2q `
ÿ
prvsq
λ prvs1 b rvs2q
˛
‚“ 2ryspλ ˝∆λprvsqq
“ 2dptprvsq`1ryvs “ 2dptprwsqrws.
• 2nd case: w “ dv with v P L˚
Since dptprwsq “ dptprvsq we observe
λ ˝∆λprdvsq “ λ ˝ p∆λprdsq∆λprvsqq
“ λ
¨
˝ÿ
prvsq
rdvs1 b rvs2 ` rvs1 b rdvs2 ` λprdvs1 b rdvs2q
˛
‚
“ rds
¨
˝ÿ
prvsq
λ prvs1 b rvs2q
˛
‚“ rdspλ ˝∆λprvsqq
“ 2dptprvsqrdvs “ 2dptprwsqrws.

Corollary 3.24. Let λ P Q. Then for all w P L˚, we have
p2dptprwsq ´ 2qrws “ λ ˝ ∆˜λprwsq
“
ÿ
prwsq
rws1 λ rws
2 “ K ‹Kprwsq.
The linear map K :“ Id´η ˝ ε P EndQpHλq is a projector to the augmentation ideal H
1 :“À
ną0Hn, and f ‹ g :“ λ ˝ pf b gq ˝∆λ, f, g P EndQpHλq.
3.3.8. A combinatorial description of the coproduct ∆λ. In the following we give a combina-
torial description of the coproduct ∆λ. However, note that we consider the construction only
on an admissible representative w P Y of a given equivalence class in QxLy{T´ for λ ‰ 0
(resp. in QxLy{pL´ ` T´q for λ “ 0).
Let w :“ dn1´1y ¨ ¨ ¨ dnk´1´1ydnk´1y P Y be a word, with n :“
řk
i“1 ni, and define for
1 ď m ď k, Nmw :“ tn1, n1 ` n2, . . . , n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nmu. The coproduct ∆λpwq can be calculated
as follows. Let S :“ ts1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă slu Ď rns :“ t1, . . . , nu and S¯ :“ rnszS “ ts¯1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă s¯n´lu.
Define the words wS :“ ws1 ¨ ¨ ¨wsl and wS¯ :“ ws¯1 ¨ ¨ ¨ws¯n´l . The set S is called admissible if
both wS and wS¯ are in Y , i.e., if sl, s¯n´l P N
k
w with w P Y . The coproduct is then given by
∆λpwq “
ÿ
SĎrns
S adm
wS b wS¯ `
ÿ
SĎrns
S adm
ÿ
J“tj1ă¨¨¨ăjpuĂS
J‰H, JXNkw“H
jpăn1`¨¨¨`nk´1
λ|J |wS b wrnszpSzJq.(18)
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For λ “ 0 this reduces to the coproduct corresponding to MPLs at non-positive integer
arguments
∆0pwq :“
ÿ
SĎrns
S adm
wS b wS¯ .
We introduce now a graphical notation, which should make the above more transparent.
The set of vertices V :“ t , u is used to define a polygon. The black vertex „ d and the
white one „ y. To each admissible word w “ dn1´1y ¨ ¨ ¨ dnk´1´1ydnk´1y P Y corresponds
an polygon with clockwise oriented edges, and the vertices colored clockwise according to the
word w. For instance, the word w “ ddydy corresponds to
An admissible subset S Ď rns corresponds to a sub polygon. The admissible subsets for the
above example are as follows: t1, 3u, t2, 3u, t4, 5u correspond respectively to
t1, 2, 3u, t2, 4, 5u, t1, 4, 5u correspond respectively to
t1, 2, 4, 5u and t3u correspond respectively to
In the last polygon we have marked the single vertex subpolygon by a circle around the white
vertex. The coproduct
∆0pddydyq “
ÿ
SĎrns
S adm
wS b wS¯
“ ddydy b 1 ` 1b ddydy ` 3dy b ddy ` 3ddy b dy ` dddy b y ` y b dddy.
The first two terms on the right-hand side correspond to S “ rns and S “ H, respectively.
The pictorial description of the weight-λ coproduct (18) is captured as follows. The second
term on the right-hand side of the coproduct (18) reflects the term λdb d in the coproduct
∆λpdq :“ 1 b d` db 1 ` λdb d
defined further above. It amounts to a certain doubling of those black vertices in an admissible
word w “ dn1´1y ¨ ¨ ¨ dnk´1´1ydnk´1y P Y , which appear before the y at position n1`¨ ¨ ¨`nk´1.
Algebraically this means that extracting a subpolygon corresponding to the admissible subset
S Ď rns leads to a splitting of the word w into wS and wS¯1 , where the augmented complement
sets S¯1 contain S¯, i.e., S¯ Ă S¯1. This is due to not eliminating several black vertices, i.e., d’s
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that appear before the y at position n1` ¨ ¨ ¨ `nk´1. Pictorially we denoted this by doubling
black vertices. Returning to the example above. We find for the admissible word w “ ddydy
which correspond to the admissible subsets and related augmented complement sets: t1, 3u,
S¯1 “ t1, 2, 4, 5u, and t2, 3u, S¯1 “ t1, 2, 4, 5u, respectively. Next we consider
where we have t2, 4, 5u, S¯1 “ t1, 2, 3u, and t1, 4, 5u, S¯1 “ t1, 2, 3u, respectively. For
we have t1, 2, 3u, S¯1 “ t1, 4, 5u, and t1, 2, 3u, S¯1 “ t2, 4, 5u, and t1, 2, 3u, S¯1 “ t1, 2, 4, 5u,
respectively. Finally
where we have t1, 2, 4, 5u, S¯1 “ t1, 3u, and t1, 2, 4, 5u, S¯1 “ t2, 3u, and t1, 2, 4, 5u, S¯1 “ t1, 2, 3u,
respectively.
The coproduct
∆λpddydyq “
ÿ
SĎr5s
S adm
wS b wS¯ `
ÿ
SĎr5s
S adm
ÿ
J“tj1ă¨¨¨ăjpuĂS
J‰H, JXN2
ddydy
“H
jpă3
λ|J |wS bwr5szpSzJq
“ ddydy b 1` 1 b ddydy ` 3dy b ddy ` 3ddy b dy ` dddy b y ` y b dddy
` 2λdy b dddy ` 4λddy b ddy ` 2λdddy b dy ` λ2ddy b dddy ` λ2dddy b ddy.
Again, the first two terms on the right-hand side correspond to S “ rns and S “ H,
respectively.
4. Renormalization of regularized MZVs
Alain Connes and Dirk Kreimer discovered a Hopf algebraic approach to the BPHZ renor-
malization method in perturbative quantum field theory [CK00, CK01]. See [Man08] for a
review. One of the fundamental results of these seminal works is the formulation of the pro-
cess of perturbative renormalization in terms of a factorization theorem for regularized Hopf
algebra characters. We briefly recall this theorem, and apply it in the context of the Hopf
algebra introduced on t- and q-regularized MPLs, when considering them at non-positive
arguments.
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4.1. Connes–Kreimer Renormalization in a Nutshell. We regard the commutative al-
gebraA :“ Qrz´1, zss with the renormalization schemeA “ A´‘A`, whereA´ :“ z
´1Qrz´1s
and A` :“ Qrrzss.
On A we define the corresponding projector pi : AÑ A´ by
pi
˜
8ÿ
n“´k
anz
n
¸
:“
´1ÿ
n“´k
anz
n
with the common convention that the sum over the empty set is zero. Then pi and Id´pi :
AÑ A` are Rota–Baxter operators of weight ´1. See e. g. [CK00, Ebr02, EG07].
Let pH,mH,∆q be a bialgebra and pA,mAq an algebra. Then we define the convolution
product ‹ : HompH,Aq bHompH,Aq Ñ HompH,Aq by the composition
H
∆
ÝÑ HbH
ϕbψ
ÝÑ AbA
mAÝÑ A
for ϕ,ψ P HompH,Aq, or in Sweedler’s notation
pϕ ‹ ψqpxq :“ mApϕb ψq∆pxq “
ÿ
pxq
ϕpx1qψpx2q.
The Connes–Kreimer Hopf algebra approach unveiled a beautiful encoding of one of the key
concepts of the renormalization process, i.e., Bogoliubov’s counter term recursion, in terms
of an algebraic Birkhoff decomposition:
Theorem 4.1 ([CK00],[CK01],[Man08],[EGP07]). Let pH,mH,∆q be a connected filtered
Hopf algebra and A a commutative unital algebra equipped with a renormalization scheme
A “ A´‘A` and corresponding idempotent Rota–Baxter operator pi, where A´ “ pipAq and
A` “ pId´piqpAq. Further let φ : HÑ A be a Hopf algebra character. Then:
a) The character φ admits a unique decomposition
φ “ φ
‹p´1q
´ ‹ φ`(19)
called algebraic Birkhoff decomposition, in which φ´ : HÑ Q‘A´ and φ` : HÑ A` are
characters.
b) The maps φ´ and φ` are recursively given fixed point equations
φ´ “ e´ pi pφ´ ‹ pφ´ eqq ,(20)
φ` “ e` pId´piq pφ´ ‹ pφ´ eqq,(21)
where the unit for the convolution algebra product is e “ ηA ˝ ε, and ηA : Q Ñ A is the
unit map of the algebra A.
4.2. Renormalization of MZVs. An important remark is in order. To improve readability
we skip brackets in the notation of classes of words, that is, in the following a word w stands
for the class rws.
Let k1, . . . , kn P N0. Then we define a map φ : H0 Ñ Qrz
´1, zss by
dk1y ¨ ¨ ¨ dkny ÞÑ φpdk1y ¨ ¨ ¨ dknyqpzq :“ Bk1z rxB
k2
z rx ¨ ¨ ¨ B
kn
z rxss ¨ ¨ ¨ spzq,(22)
where xpzq :“ e
z
1´ez .
Lemma 4.2. The map φ : pH0, 0 q Ñ pQrz
´1, zss, ¨q is a Hopf algebra character. Further-
more, the following diagram commutes:
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❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
k1
k2 0 ´1 ´2 ´3
0 14
1
24 0 ´
1
240
´1 112
1
144 ´
1
240 ´
1
1440
´2 172 ´
1
240 ´
1
720
1
504
´3 ´ 1120 ´
1
360
1
504
107
100800
Table 1. The renormalized MZVs ζ`pk1, k2q.
pH0, 0 q pQrrtss, ¨q
pQrz´1, zss, ¨q
//
ζt

t ÞÑ ez
''❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
φ
Proof. From the chain and product rule of differentiation we easily obtain that φ “ ζ ez .
Furthermore, the evaluation maps t ÞÑ ez and ζt are both algebra morphisms (see Lemma
3.6). Therefore φ is – as a composition of multiplicative maps – itself a character. 
Next we apply Theorem 4.1 to the character φ (Lemma 4.2). Then we define renormalized
MZVs ζ` – using the character φ` with image in Qrrzss in the Birkhoff decomposition (19)
of φ – by
ζ`p´k1, . . . ,´knq :“ lim
zÑ0
φ`pd
k1y ¨ ¨ ¨ dknyqpzq
for k1, . . . , kn P N0, n P N. The first values of ζ` in depth two are given in Table 1 (for an
explicit calculation example see Example 4.5). Note that ζ` respects the shuffle product 0
as φ` is a character with respect to the algebra pH0, 0 q. However, note that the quasi-shuffle
relations are not verified because it would require ζ`p0, 0q “
3
8 .
Next we show that the renormalized MZVs coincide with the meromorphic continuation of
MZVs discussed in Section 2:
Theorem 4.3. The renormalization procedure is compatible with the meromorphic continu-
ation of MZVs, i.e., for k P N0
ζ`p´kq “ ζ1p´kq(23)
and for a, b ě 0 with a` b odd
ζ`p´a,´bq “ ζ2p´a,´bq.(24)
Note that for dptpwq ą 2 there is no information form the meromorphic continuation (see
Remark 2.3).
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Proof. We begin with the proof of (23). From Equation (22) we obtain
φpdkyqpzq “ Bkz
ˆ
ez
1´ ez
˙
“ ´Bkz
ˆ
1
z
zez
ez ´ 1
˙
“ ´Bkz
˜
B0
z
`
ÿ
ně0
Bn`1
pn` 1q!
zn
¸
“ ´
˜
p´1qkk!B0
zk`1
`
ÿ
ně0
Bn`k`1
n` k ` 1
1
n!
zn
¸
.
Since dky P Y is a primitive element for the coproduct ∆0 we obtain with Remark 2.3 that
φ`pd
kyqpzq “ pId´piqφpzq “ ´
Bk`1
k ` 1
`Opzq “ ζ1p´kq `Opzq.
For Equation (24) we calculate for a` b odd with a, b ě 0 (see Remark 2.3)
φpdaydbyqpzq “ Baz
”
xpzqBbz rxpzqs
ı
“ Baz
«˜
B0
z
`
ÿ
mě0
Bm`1
pm` 1q!
zm
¸˜
p´1qbb!B0
zb`1
`
ÿ
ně0
Bn`b`1
n` b` 1
1
n!
zn
¸ff
“ Baz
«
pole part `
ÿ
ně0
B0Bn`b`2
n` b` 2
zn
pn` 1q!
`
ÿ
mě0
p´1qbb!B0Bm`b`2
pm` b` 2q!
zm
`
ÿ
lě0
ÿ
n`m“l
n,mě0
Bm`1Bn`b`1
n` b` 1
zl
n!pm` 1q!
fi
ffiffifl
“ pole part `
B0Ba`b`2
pa` b` 2qpa ` 1q
` p´1qb
a!b!B0Ba`b`2
pa` b` 2q!
`
ÿ
n`m“a
n,mě0
Bm`1Bn`b`1
pm` 1q!pn ` b` 1q
a!
n!
`Opzq.
The second and third summand are zero since a` b` 2 ě 3 is an odd number and therefore
Ba`b`2 “ 0. We have three possibilities for the last sum to be different from zero:
‚ Case 1: m`1 and n` b`1 are even numbers. Then we have m`n` b`2 “ a` b`2
even, which contradicts that a` b is odd.
‚ Case 2: m “ 0. The last summand is equal to
B1Ba`b`1
a` b` 1
.
‚ Case 3: n` b “ 0. Then n “ b “ 0 and we have for the last summand
B1Ba`1
a` 1
.
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Therefore we obtain together with Remark 2.3 that
φpdaydbyqpzq “ pole part `
1
2
p1` δ0pbqq
Ba`b`1
a` b` 1
`Opzq
“ pole part ` ζ2p´a,´bq `Opzq.
Let s :“ a ` b be an odd number and c, d ě 0 with c ` d “ s. Then we observe using the
above calculation that
φ´pp
cyqpzqφppdyqpzq “
p´1qcc!B0
zc`1
˜
p´1qdd!B0
zd`1
`
ÿ
ně0
Bn`d`1
n` d` 1
1
n!
zn
¸
“ pole part ` p´1qc
B0Bc`d`2
pc` 1qpc ` d` 2q
`Opzq
Since c` d` 2 “ a` b` 2 ě 3 is an odd number Bc`d`2 “ 0 and the constant term is zero.
Hence, we obtain φ`pd
aydbyqpzq “ ζ2p´a,´bq ` Opzq. Here we have used that ∆˜0 respects
the weight graduation. 
In the light of Theorem 3.23 and Corollary 3.24 we deduce a simple way to calculate the
renormalized MPL, which is presented in
Corollary 4.4. For w P Y , dptpwq ą 1
φ`pwq “
1
2dptpwq ´ 2
ÿ
pwq
φ`pw
1qφ`pw
2q.(25)
Note that both dptpw1q and dptpw2q are strictly smaller than dptpwq. On the right-hand
side of (25) one can continue to apply Theorem 3.23 to the words w1, w2, until w has been fully
decomposed into primitive elements. The renormalization of w respectively the correspond-
ing MZV reduce to the simple renormalization of single MPLs at non-positive arguments
corresponding to primitive words in H. For example
φ`pdyd
nyq “ φ`pyqφ`pd
n`1yq ` φ`pdyqφ`pd
nyq.
Proof of Corollary 4.4. Statement (25) follows directly from Theorem 3.23, since φ` is a
character by construction. See (21) in Theorem 4.1. Observe that (25) it is compatible with
(21), since pId´piqφ` “ φ`. 
Example 4.5. Let us calculate the renormalized MZVs ζ`p0,´2q and ζ`p´1,´1q. From
Example 3.19 we find
∆˜0pyd
2yq “ y b d2y ` d2y b y and ∆˜0pdydyq “ y b d
2y ` d2y b y ` 2dy b dy.
Therefore we obtain form the iterative formulas (20) and (21) of Theorem 4.1
φ`pyd
2yq “ pId´piq
“
φpyd2yq ´
`
φ´pyqφpd
2yq ` φ´pd
2yqφpyq
˘‰
,
φ`pdydyq “ pId´piq
“
φpdydyq ´
`
φ´pyqφpd
2yq ` φ´pd
2yqφpyq ` 2φ´pdyqφpdyq
˘‰
.
Using
φpyqpzq “ ´z´1 ´
1
2
´
1
12
z `
1
720
z3 `O
`
z4
˘
,
φpdyqpzq “ z´2 ´
1
12
`
1
240
z2 `O
`
z4
˘
,
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φpd2yqpzq “ ´2 z´3 `
1
120
z ´
1
1512
z3 `O
`
z4
˘
and
φpyd2yqpzq “ 2 z´4 ` z´3 `
1
6
z´2 ´
1
90
´
1
240
z `
1
30240
z2 `
1
3024
z3 `O
`
z4
˘
,
φpdydyqpzq “ 3 z´4 ` z´3 `
1
240
´
1
240
z ´
1
1008
z2 `
1
3024
z3 `O
`
z4
˘
,
we observe that
pId´piq
“
φ´pyqφpd
2yq ` φ´pd
2yqφpyq
‰
pzq “ ´
1
90
`Opzq
and
pId´piq
“
φ´pyqφpd
2yq ` φ´pd
2yqφpyq ` 2φ´pdyqφpdyq
‰
pzq “ ´
1
360
`Opzq.
Hence,
φ`pyd
2yqpzq “ Opzq and φ`pdydyqpzq “
1
240
`
1
360
`Opzq “
1
144
`Opzq,
which results in ζ`p0,´2q “ 0 and ζ`p´1,´1q “
1
144 .
Alternatively, we can use the shuffle product to calculate ζ`p0,´2q and ζ`p´1,´1q. Note
that since y 0 d
2y “ yd2y we have ζ`p0,´2q “ ζ`p0qζ`p´2q “ 0. Because of dy 0 dy “
dydy ´ yd2y we see that ζ`p´1,´1q “ ζ`p0,´2q ` ζ`p´1q
2 “ 1144 .
A third way to calculate, say, ζ`p´1,´1q, is based on Corollary 3.24, and described in
Corollary 4.4:
ζ`p´1,´1q “
1
2
pζ`p0qζ`p´2q ` ζ`p´2qζ`p0q ` 2ζ`p´1qζ`p´1qq “
1
144
.
4.3. Renormalization of qMZVs. The Hopf algebra pH, ´1 ,∆´1q is related to the modi-
fied q-analogue zq whereas the relation between MZVs and qMZVs (see Equation (9)) relies on
a limit process involving the non-modified qMZVs zq. Therefore the renormalization related
to the qMZV deformation is more involved than the renormalization described in the previous
section. First of all we apply Theorem 4.1 in the framework of modified qMZVs. We define
the map ψ : pH, ´1 q Ñ Qrz
´1, zss by
dk1y ¨ ¨ ¨ dkny ÞÑ ψpdk1y ¨ ¨ ¨ dknyqpzq :“
ÿ
m1,...,mně0
Bm1
m1!
¨ ¨ ¨
Bmn
mn!
¨ Ck1,...,knm1,...,mnz
m1`¨¨¨`mn´n
for k1, . . . , kn P N0, where
Ck1,...,knm1,...,mn :“
kiÿ
li“0
i“1,...,n
˜
nź
i“1
ˆ
ki
li
˙
p´1qli`1pl1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` li ` 1q
mi´1
¸
.
Lemma 4.6. The map ψ : pH, ´1 q Ñ pQrz
´1, zss, ¨q is a character. Furthermore, the
following diagram commutes:
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pH, ´1 q pQrrqss, ¨q
pQrz´1, zss, ¨q
//
z

q

q ÞÑ ez
''❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
ψ
Proof. Let k1, . . . , kn P N0. First we observe that
z

q pd
k1y ¨ ¨ ¨ dknyq
“
ÿ
m1ą¨¨¨ąmną0
qm1p1´ qm1qk1p1´ qm2qk2 ¨ ¨ ¨ p1´ qmnqkn
“
ÿ
m1,...,mną0
qm1`¨¨¨`mnp1´ qm1`¨¨¨`mnqk1p1´ qm2`¨¨¨`mnqk2 ¨ ¨ ¨ p1´ qmnqkn
“
k1ÿ
l1“0
¨ ¨ ¨
knÿ
ln“0
p´1ql1`¨¨¨`ln
ˆ
k1
l1
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
kn
ln
˙ ÿ
m1,...,mną0
qm1pl1`1qqm2pl1`l2`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ qmnpl1`¨¨¨`ln`1q
“
k1ÿ
l1“0
¨ ¨ ¨
knÿ
ln“0
p´1ql1`¨¨¨`ln`n
ˆ
k1
l1
˙
¨ ¨ ¨
ˆ
kn
ln
˙
ql1`1
ql1`1 ´ 1
¨ ¨ ¨
ql1`¨¨¨`ln`1
ql1`¨¨¨`ln`1 ´ 1
.
This leads to
z

q pd
k1y ¨ ¨ ¨ dknyq
q ÞÑez
ÞÝÑ
kiÿ
li“0
i“1,...,n
˜
nź
j“1
p´1qlj`1
ˆ
kj
lj
˙
ezpl1`¨¨¨`lj`1q
ezpl1`¨¨¨`lj`1q ´ 1
¸
“
kiÿ
li“0
i“1,...,n
¨
˝ nź
j“1
p´1qlj`1
ˆ
kj
lj
˙ ÿ
mjě0
Bmj
mj !
pzpl1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` lj ` 1qq
mj´1
˛
‚
“
ÿ
m1,...,mně0
Bm1
m1!
¨ ¨ ¨
Bmn
mn!
¨ Ck1,...,knm1,...,mnz
m1`¨¨¨`mn´n.
The map ψ is a character since it is a composition of algebra morphisms. 
Next we reverse the modification process applied in Equation (10). Therefore we apply
Theorem 4.1 to the character ψ and define the renormalized qMZVs z` by
z`p´k1, . . . ,´knq :“ lim
zÑ0
p´1qk1`¨¨¨`kn
zk1`¨¨¨`kn
ψ`pd
k1y ¨ ¨ ¨ dknyqpzq(26)
for k1, . . . , kn P N0.
Theorem 4.7. Let k1, . . . , kn P N0. Then z`p´k1, . . . ,´knq is well defined, and we have
z`p´k1, . . . ,´knq “ ζ`p´k1, . . . ,´knq.
Especially, the renormalized qMZVs z` respect the shuffle product 0 .
For the proof of this theorem we need an auxiliary result:
Lemma 4.8. We have ψ`pd
kyqpzq “ p´1qkζ`p´kqz
k `Opzk`1q for all k P N0.
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Proof. Since dky is primitive with respect to the coproduct ∆´1, we obtain from Lemma 4.6
that
ψ`pd
kyqpzq “ pId´piqψpdkyqpzq “ pId´piq
˜ ÿ
mě0
Bm
m!
¨ Ckmz
m´1
¸
“
ÿ
mą0
Bm
m!
¨ Ckmz
m´1
with Ckm “
řk
l“0
`
k
l
˘
p´1ql`1pl ` 1qm´1. We have
Ckm “
kÿ
l“0
ˆ
k
l
˙
p´1ql`1pl ` 1qm´1 “
1
k ` 1
k`1ÿ
l“0
ˆ
k ` 1
l
˙
p´1qllm
“
1
k ` 1
δmz
˜
k`1ÿ
l“0
ˆ
k ` 1
l
˙
p´zql
¸ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
z“1
“
1
k ` 1
δmz p1´ zq
k`1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
z“1
This shows that Ckm “ 0 form “ 1, . . . , k. Furthermore, we observe that C
k
k`1 “ p´1q
k`1 pk`1q!
k`1 ,
which completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 4.7. Let w :“ dk1y ¨ ¨ ¨ dkny with k1, . . . , kn P N0. In order to prove that z`
is well defined we show ψ`pwq P Opz
wtpwq´nq. We split up the coproduct ∆´1pwq into two
parts
∆´1pwq “ ∆0pwq ` p∆´1pwq ´∆0pwqq .(27)
From Corollary 4.4 we deduce that ∆´1pwq induces a Q-linear combination of products with
n factors of ψ` in primitive elements of H. The part of ψ` corresponding to ∆0pwq in the co-
product factorization is homogeneous in weight wtpwq and the one related to ∆´1pwq´∆0pwq
has weight greater than wtpwq. Therefore Lemma 4.8 implies that ψ`pwq P Opz
wtpwq´nq.
Hence, the limit in (26) exists. On the one hand we can apply Corollary 4.4 to φ`pwq, de-
fined in the previous section, which corresponds to the factorization induced by ∆0pwq. On
the other hand we can do the same with ψ`pwq. However, this factorization is related to
∆´1pwq. After dividing by z
wtpwq´n and taking the limit z Ñ 0 only the first part in the
decomposition (27) of ∆´1pwq makes a contribution in the factorization of ψ`pwq. Using the
fact that the leading factor of ψ`pd
kyqpzq equals p´1qkζ`p´kqz
k concludes the proof. 
Example 4.9. Let us calculate the renormalized qMZV z`p´1,´1q. From Example 3.19 we
obtain
∆˜0pdydyq “ y b d
2y ` d2y b y ` 2dy b dy ´ dy b d2y ´ d2y b dy,
which gives
ψ`pdydyq “ pId´piq
“
ψpdydyq ´
`
ψ´pyqψpd
2yq ` ψ´pd
2yqψpyq ` 2ψ´pdyqψpdyq
´ψ´pdyqψpd
2yq ´ ψ´pd
2yqψpdyq
˘‰
Using
ψpyqpzq “ ´z´1 ´
1
2
´
1
12
z `
1
720
z3 ´
1
30240
z5 `O
`
z7
˘
,
ψpdyqpzq “ ´
1
2
z´1 `
1
12
z ´
7
720
z3 `
31
30240
z5 `O
`
z7
˘
,
ψpd2yqpzq “ ´
1
3
z´1 `
1
60
z3 ´
1
168
z5 `O
`
z7
˘
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and
ψpdydyqpzq “
5
12
z´2 `
1
6
z´1 ´
1
36
`
1
216
z2 ´
1
120
z3 ´
19
9072
z4 `O
`
z5
˘
,
we observe that
pId´piq
“
ψ´pyqψpd
2yq ` ψ´pd
2yqψpyq ` 2ψ´pdyqψpdyq
‰
pzq “ ´
1
18
´
1
135
z2 `Opz3q
and
pId´piq
“
´ψ´pdyqψpd
2yq ´ ψ´pd
2yqψpdyq
‰
pzq “
1
36
`
11
2160
z2 `Opz3q.
Therefore we have ψ`pdydyqpzq “
1
144z
2 ` Opz3q and consequently z`p´1,´1q “
1
144 , which
coincides with ζ`p´1,´1q.
Remark 4.10. The crucial point in the renormalization of qMZVs is the fact that ψ`pwqpzq P
Opzwtpwq´nq. We used a corollary of Theorem 3.23 to prove this. However, in the light of
Theorem 4.1 the previous example shows that this is obtained by non-trivial cancellations.
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